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Name Maureen  Boyle

Email mboyle@stonehill.edu

Department Communication

Which grant are you applying for? Pedagogy Travel Grant

Amount requested $750

If your project involves human subjects,
have you discussed your project with the
Director of Academic Development?

Not applicable

Project Proposal (500-750 words) -- Please include a 1) title, 2) a project description, 3) a discussion of the
benefit to the Stonehill community, and 4) your "community outreach plan"). See full requirements at:
http://www.stonehill.edu/offices-services/ctl/grants/grant-application-guidelines/.

Title: Using technology without sacrificing writing skills

Description: Students need to be able to navigate up-to-date technology, particularly in the journalism and
public relations fields. Many employers also cited excellent writing skills as essential in the work field. But can
students excel at both? Is technology detracting from the writing? Are social media and other online “reading”
detracting from deep reading and good writing?
One survey, cited by the Pew Research Center in 2013, of Advanced Placement and National Writing Project
teachers found 68 percent said digital technologies are making students more likely to take shortcuts in their
writing and 40 percent said students were more likely to use poor spelling and grammar. A report by Poynter in
2014, Core Skills for the Future of Journalism, found media professionals don’t rate the importance of
multimedia skills as highly as educators, students and independent journalists. Writing, knowing government
and cultures were seen as important skills in that report. However, most media jobs now posted require multi-
media storytelling skills. For example, a recent reporting job at the Boston Pilot called for the candidate to have
strong writing skills, know how to take photos and have photojournalism/multimedia experience. Candidates for
public relations coordinator at the Museum of Fine Arts needed to write but also assist in social media creation,
maintain a section on the website and track campaigns on social media. Requirements for other jobs often
include shooting video, editing, online tracking and staying up to date with the latest technology in the field.
Some jobs also require candidates to understand computer code.
This means our students will need to know more on different levels to achieve success after graduation.
How can we achieve the proper balance of developing technology skills and excellent writing for students? I hope
to find some of those answers at the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication
conference in San Francisco this summer where other educators are struggling with similar questions. The
preliminary workshop list includes sessions on digital story telling, oral history storytelling and online learning
to oral history storytelling. The programs have a strong technology focus but also stress research, writing and
student learning. Blending the technology as seamlessly as possible in the traditional classroom would be a
primary concern.

Benefit
Students will be able to stay up-to-date on technology skills without getting frustrated – and still fine-tune
writing skills. They, hopefully, will discover easy ways to use technology as a simple tool to help in developing
stories. I would be looking at user-friendly technology applications that would not detract from the core mission
– writing.
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Community Outreach plan
The information would be shared with faculty members through Faculty Learning Communities, similar to the
recent iPad FLC, and any faculty technology sessions. 

Budget (detail how you will use the funds
requested)

The money would be used to off-set plane fare to San Francisco. I
will be using my faculty development money for the hotel.

Bibliography (required for SOTL Research
Grant)

Syllabus (optional) -- can also be emailed
as an attachment to Stephanie DesRosiers
(sdesrosiers@stonehill.edu)
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